Welcome!

This is a inquiry on what the old C64 scene meant to people that where a part of it. 

Done by Simon Leijnse (Redstar of Logic) at Södertörns Högskola (www.sh.se/JMM), C-project at JMM (A Journalist- and Multimedia-education) November 2005.

Pick just one alternative (if not a note next to the question tells you different).


1. Sex:
	Male	Female


2. Did you take an active part of the C64 scene?
Yes	No

2.1 If No: Did it affect you anyway? In what way? (then you do not have to fill in the rest of this formula. Thank you!)


3. Between what years where you active?
	xxxx-xxxx


4. What kind of activity did you do in the scene? (more than one alternatives can be chosen)
	Coordinator
	Graphician
	Musician
	Cracker
	Programmer
	Swapper
	Other... What?


5. Are your profession computer-related today?
	Yes	No
	
5.1 If Yes: How important do you think the C64 scene was for your choice of profession?
		Not at all
		Some importance, but just a little
		Quite important
Important
		An absolute determining factor


6. Do you still have your C64?
	Yes	No

	6.1 Do you still use it?
		No, never
		Once in a while
		On regular basis


7. Do you have a C64-emulator on your computer today?
	Yes	No

	7.1 If Yes: How often do you use it to look at old C64 stuff?
		Never
		1-2 times a year
		Almost every month
		Every week
		Every day


8. Would you consider yourself active in looking up what is going on in the C64 scene today?
	Yes	No

	8.1 If Yes: In what way do you get the main part of information?
		I download magazines about the scene
		I know people that are active
		I regular look at the Internet-sites
		In other ways... like:


9. Are you still in contact with people from the C64 scene?
	Yes	 No

	9.1 If Yes: Do you regular talk about the C64 and ”the old days”?
		No never
		Sometimes
		Most of the times
		Always


10. Do you feel that the C64, as a computer, was special in some way?
	Yes	No

10.1 If  Yes: What was the best thing about the C64 as a machine?
		The graphic
		The sound
		Its limitations
		The high potential for the time being
		

11. What was the best thing about the scene? (more than one alternative can be chosen)
	The games that you could get for free
	The parties
	The demos
	The people and the contacts
	The copy-parties
	The possibility to create something and get response from it


I will, from the answers of this inquiry, do some more detailed interviews later on. If it is ok for you to be contacted for that, please write your e-mail address here: 


Now, save this file and mail it to redstarlogic@hotmail.com and I will award you with a cartoon of mine that I hope you find entertaining. 

Thank you very much for your participation!

Greetings
/Simon ”Redstar of Logic” Leijnse

